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The class of ETOL systems is investigated from a structural point of view. The effect 
of several kinds of recursiveness of symbols is studied and some structural characterizations 
of known subclasses of YETOL are established. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
L systems theory constitutes today one of the most vigorously investigated areas 
of formal language theory. Among the various classes of L systems without interactions, 
the class of ETOL systems is perhaps the most natural one. In this paper we will inves- 
tigate this class from a structural point of view. That is, we shall study the influence 
of recursion of symbols on the structure of the derivations in ETOL systems and con- 
sequently on the language generating power of ETOL systems. 
The concept of a recursive symbol is a classical notion in formal language theory. 
For example within the framework of context free grammars several types of recursion 
of symbols have been studied and these studies yielded a number of interesting results. 
Roughly speaking, a symbol in a context free grammar is called recursive if it can derive 
a word containing an occurence of this symbol and “something else.” The precise 
nature of this “something else” determines the kind of recursion associated with this 
symbol. Here are three typical cases that have been considered already. 
(1) The most simple kind of recursive symbols are the so-called self-embedding 
symbols. A nonterminal A in a context free grammar is called self-embedding if and 
only if A 3 a,Aol, where 01~ and tis are both nonempty words. It is well known (see, 
e.g., [ll]) that the class of languages generated by context free grammars without self- 
embedding symbols equals the class of regular languages. 
(2) A nonterminal A in a context free grammar is called seZf-dominating if and 
only if A 9 a,Ac+ where olrola = &B/3, for some nonterminal B. It can be shown (see, [2]) 
that the class of context free grammars without self-dominating symbols equals the 
class of context free-grammars of uncontrolled finite index. 
(3) The strongest type of recursion is expressed through the notion of expansive 
symbol. A nonterminal A in a context free grammar is called expansive if A 3 q,Aa1Aa2. 
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It is known (see, e.g., [l I]) that the class of languages generated by context free grammars 
without expansive symbols equals the class of context free languages of finite index. 
From the proofs of the results mentioned above it appears that the power of a recursive 
symbol lies in the possibility of repeating an arbitrary number of times the application 
of a particular sequence of productions causing the “pumping” of one or more string(s). 
This feature causes some difficulties in defining the concept of recursive symbol for 
parallel rewriting devices, e.g. ETOL systems, especially when one wants to prove 
theorems concerning classes of systems as in (2) above. Indeed since, in ETOL systems, 
rewriting is done in parallel, the application of an appropriate sequence p of tables 
to a recursive symbol in a string also changes the rest of the string. Therefore it is quite 
possible that the behaviour of the rest of the string during the first few “pumping cycles” 
prohibits further applications of p; as otherwise the derivation will not lead to a terminal 
word. This obstacle can be avoided by adopting a definition of recursive symbol that 
not only considers the symbol itself but also its environment; i.e. the set of these letters 
that can occur together with this symbol in a word during a derivation. 
We shall show that the classes of restricted ETOL systems corresponding to the various 
types of recursive symbols, characterize in a natural way several interesting subclasses 
of ZETOL, namely the classes of ETOL languages with rank ([l]) the class of ETOL 
languages of finite index and the class of metalinear ETOL languages. 
The paper is organized as follows: 
Section I introduces basic definitions and notation and also we recall there several 
results that will be used later on. In Section II we consider the strongest type of recursion 
in ETOL systems, namely expansive symbols and we investigate the class of languages 
generated by ETOL systems without expansive symbols. Section III is concerned with 
the type of recursion in ETOL systems that corresponds to self-dominating symbols 
in context free grammars. We study the subclass of the class of ETOL systems resulting 
by forbidding this type (called lasting actively recursive) of symbols. In Section IV 
we deal with a weaker version of lasting actively recursive symbols, called actively 
recursive symbols. Again we investigate the class of languages generated by ETOL 
systems without actively recursive symbols. In Section IV we consider the parallel 
equivalent of another structural restriction (called ultralinearity) known from the theory 
of context free grammars. 
I. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
We assume the reader to be familiar with the rudiments of formal language theory, 
e.g. in the scope of [ll] and with the basic notions of L systems, see e.g. [4]. Now we 
will systematically list some basic definitions, notations and results to be used in the 
sequel. 
(0) First of all, we do not distinguish between a singleton and its element. Thus 
the set {a} will often be denoted as a. 
(1) For every word x, we denote by al@ x the set of symbols that occur in x. 
For a language L, Alph L = (JraL. alph x. 
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(2) For an alphabet d and a word x, #d(x) denotes the number of occurences of 
symbols from d in x. 
(3) Let d be a subset of an alphabet V. Then the homomorphisms Pm,,. and 
Er,,, (denoted Pres, and Er, if V is understood) are defined as follows: 
Pres,,,(A) = A iff AEd, 
=A iff A E V\A and 
Er,1,v(A) = A iff AEVA, 
=A iff AEd. 
(4) Let G = (V, 9, S, 2) be an ETOL system. 
(4.1) A symbol A in V is called active if there is a production in G of the form 
A + 01 with a # A. The set of all active symbols in G is denoted by A(G). The set 
of nonactive symbols in G is denoted by NA(G). 
(4.2) A production A -+ al in a table from B is called linear if #A(G~(oi) < 1. 
Otherwise the production is called nonlinear. 
(4.3) Let p = Ti 1.. T, be a word in 8+ and let x E V*. Then p(x) denotes 
the set {y: x jT1 xi =>rz x2 + .*- =9my}, we also write x =x”y for every y in p(x). For 
a language K, p(K) is defined by p(K) = UseK p(x). 
(4.4) Intuitively, by d a erivation of a word y from a word x in an ETOL system 
we mean a sequence of words beginning with x and ending with y, together with the 
precise description of the productions used in each step. 
(5) For an ETOL system G = (V, 8, S, 2) the scheme of G, denoted S, , is 
the ordered pair (V, 9). 
Given two languages L, , L, in V*, the control set V(S, , L, , L,) of S’, with source L, 
and target L, is defined by V(S, , L, , L,) = {p E 8*: p(L1) n L, # G}. The following 
result was proved in [3]: 
THEOREM 1. V(S, , L, , L,) is regular (and can be effectively constructed for any 
regular source and target languages L, and L, . 
(6) Let G = (V, 9, S, 22) be an ETOL system. 
The set U(G) of useful alphabets is defined as follows: 
The set %?(G) of useful active ulphubets is defined by a’(G) = {X n A(G): X E U(G)}. 
Obviously an alphabet d = (a, , . . . , a,} is in a!(G) if and only if %‘(S, , S, {x: u&h x = d}) 
and %(S, , a, +a* a,, Z*) are both nonempty. Since both of these sets are regular and 
can be effectively constructed, it follows that e(G), and consequently also g(G), can 
be effectively constructed. 
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(7) Let G = (V, 8, S, Z) be an ETOL system. 
The deterministic version (G)D of G is the unique EDTOL system (G)D = (V, 8, S, 2) 
where P E g if and only if P is a homomorphism and P c T for some T in 8. 
(8) An ETOL system G = (V, 9, S, Z) is called metal&ear if and only if S 
dues not appear at the right hand side of any production and every production which 
left hand side is not S, is linear. (ETOL),, and P(ETOL),r denote the class of metalinear 
ETOL systems and the class of metalinear ETOL languages respectively. 
(9) An ETOL system (cfg) G is of index k if for any word in the language of G, 
denoted L(G), there exists a derivation such that no intermediate word in this derivation 
contains more than k active symbols (nonterminals). 
We say that G is of uncontrolled in&x k if, for every word in L(G), every derivation 
of it is such that no intermediate word in this derivation contains more than k active 
(nonterminal) symbols. 
We say that G is of (uncontrolled)jnite index if it is of (uncontrolled) index k for some k. 
We will use FIN(k), FINU(k), FIN, FINU as subscripts to denote the restriction to 
index k, uncontrolled index k, finite index and uncontrolled finite index respectively. 
For X E {ETOL, CF} and a restriction of type Y, we use P’(X)), to denote the appropriate 
family of languages, thus yielding expressions like P’(ETOL), , 9(CF)F,Nu etc. 
(10) An ETOL system G = (V, 8, S, 2) is in Finite Index Normal Form, 
abbreviated as FINF, if and only if it has the following properties: 
(i) G is deterministic 
(ii) G is propagating 
(iii) Z n A(G) = 0 
(iv) G is of uncontrolled finite index. 
The following result was proved in [6J 
THEOREM 2. There exists an algorithm which, given an ETOL system G of jinite 
index, produces an equivalent ETOL system H such that H is in FINF. 
II. EXPANSIVENISS 
In this section we will investigate a quite strong notion of symbol-recursion, the 
so called expansiveness. In analogy with the context free grammar case we would like 
to call a symbol A in an ETOL system G = (V, B, S, Z) expansive if A +z +4+4ars 
for some p E B*. However, we deal now with systems applying parallel rewriting and 
so we must state some auxiliary conditions. For example, we want the definition to be 
such that, if A is expansive, then S 9 x,Ax, z-0 QX,-,A~~A~~,Z~ “2 x 5 w E Z* such that 
#A(x) > 2n+r. (This corresponds to the idea that an expansive symbol can “pump” 
itself indefinitely). 
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This is formally expressed as follows: 
DEFINITION 1. Let G = (V, 8, S, 2) be an ETOL system. A symbol A from V 
is called expansiwe if and only if there exist words xi , x2 over V and a control word p 
in 8* such that the following holds: 
(1) S 9 xrAx, S z for some z E L(G). 
(2) A 30 (Y, xi =PQ .?i , x2 30 z2 where #A(a) > 2 and aZph(~itia) C aZph(x,Ax,). 
DEFINITION 2. An ETOL system is called nonexpansive if it does not have any 
expansive symbols. 
The class of languages generated by nonexpansive ETOL systems is denoted by 
Y(ETOL). 
The following theorem shows that for a given ETOL system and a symbol A, it is 
decidable whether or not A is expansive in G. 
THEOREM 3. There is an algorithm which, given an ETOL system G and a symbol A, 
decides whether or not A is expansive. 
Proof. Let G = (V, 9, S, Z) be an ETOL system and let A be a symbol in l? 
From the definition it immediately follows that A is expansive if and only if there exists 
a useful set A = (aI ,..., an}e%(G) such that AE A and @(So, a, “.a,, A*) n 
%‘(S, , A, A*AA*AA*) is nonempty. 
Since V(S, , a, I-* a, , A*) and g(So , A, A*AA*AA*) are both regular and can be 
effectively constructed, it follows that the theorem holds. 
Next we point out that the nonexpansive restriction on ETOL systems is a proper 
one. Indeed, it is shown in [l] that e.g. the language (a2”: n > 0} cannot be generated 
by a nonexpansive ETOL system. Hence we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4. 9(ETOL),, g YETOL. 
It is well known (see, e.g. [ll]) that nonexpansive context free grammars charac- 
terize the class Z(CF),, of context free languages of finite index. Hence it is natural 
to ask whether nonexpansive ETOL systems characterize the class of ETOL languages 
of finite index. It turns out that forbidding expansive symbols in ETOL systems is 
too weak a restriction to characterize 9(ETOL)F,N . 
THEOREM 5. -ILP(ETOL),,, g Y(ETOL),E. 
Proof. (1) First we show the inclusion. Let L = L(G) be an ETOL language 
of finite index where G = (V, 8, S, 2) is an ETOL system of finite index. By Theorem 2 
we may assume that G is in FINF (and hence of uncontrolled finite index). We will show 
that G is nonexpansive. Assume the contrary: let A E V be an expansive symbol. From 
the definitions it then follows that there exist words 01~ , a2 E V* and a control word 
p E 9” such that for every positive integer n there exist words x, and w, E Z* such that 
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DEFINITION 4. An ETOL system is called non lasting, uctierely recursive (abbreviated 
NLA-recursive) if it does not contain LA-recursive letters. The following theorem shows 
that, given an ETOL system it is decidable whether or not a particular symbol A is 
LA-recursive. 
THEOREM 7. There exists an algorithm which, given an ETOL system G and a symbol A, 
decides whether OY not A is LA-recursive. 
Proof. Let G = (V, 8, S, 2) be an ETOL system and let A be a symbol in I’. From 
the definition it follows that A is LA-recursive if and only if there exists a useful alphabet 
A L= {al ,..., a,: with A E rl and an active symbol B such that V(S, , a, ... a, , d*) n 
%(A’, , A, R(A, B, d)) A %(S, , B, d*Bd*) is nonempty, where R(A, B, 8) := (a-4/3: 
#B($) > 0, olAfi EA *}. Since, by Theorem 1, V(S, , a, ..* a,, , A*), @(S, , A, R(.q, B, A)) 
and %(S, , B, d*Bd*) are regular and can be effectively constructed, it follows that 
the theorem holds. 
We will show that NLA-recursive ETOL systems characterize the class of ETOL 
languages of finite index. The proof of this result goes through a sequence of lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. Let G = (V, 9, S, .Z) be an ETOL system. If 1,’ contains a LA-recursive 
symbol then G is not of uncontrolledfinite index. 
Proof. Let iz E V be a LA-recursive symbol. Then it follows from the definition 
that there exist words 01, j3 E V*, w E 2*, a control word p in .P* and an active symbol B 
such that, for every integer n 3 0 there is a derivation D: S *=- mA/3 =:= x,, :‘o ?cI --” 
x 2 ;. 0 . :_;. P ‘y, _ % w E Z* where #B(xi+l) > #B(xj) for every 0 ( i < n. Hence G 
is not of uncontrolled finite index. 
The following lemma will be useful in the sequel. The easy proof of it is left to the 
reader. 
LEMMA 2. Let G be an ETOL system. Then L(G) is an infinite language if and only if 
L((G),) is an infinite language. 
Sext we will show that every NLA-recursive ETOL system is of uncontrolled finite 
index. 
LEMMA 3. Let G = (V, 9, S, Z} be a NLA-recursive ETOL system. Then G is of 
uncontrolled $nite index. 
Proof. Assume the contrary, i.e. G is not of uncontrolled finite index. Consider 
the following “skeleton” TOL system G(1) of G: G(1) = (1’(r), pP(l), S(r)‘\ where 
11”~’ --- A(G), S(l) = S and .Pl) is defined as follows: for every table T in .P we define 
a new table T(I) == {A + Pres,&ol): A E A(G), A += a) and P(r) = {T(l): T E .Y}. 
Since G is not of uncontrolled finite index, there exists a useful set Q E Q(G) such that 
L(G(l)) n Q* is an infinite language. 
Let G”) = < Vf2), 3’f2), S(2), Q) be a new ETOL system where V(z) = I’“), .F) -: 
.?‘(I) and S(2) :L S(r). From Lemma 2 it follows that G(a) = /‘Vt3), .93), S'"), Sz: - 
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(G(Q)n generates an infinite language. (Note that 1 V@) = V@) and St3) = S2)). Let 
Gt4) = (Vc4), P4), S4), Q) be the EPTOL system which is obtained from Gt3) by 
using the standard construction from [SJ. Thus L(G(4)) = L(Gc3)), V4) = V3) u 
{[X, A]: X E V3) = A(G), A C V3), A # @a> u (c} where F is a new “dead” symbol 
and S4) = S(s). Note that this construction preserves determinism. From all this we 
can infer that there exists a derivation D in G(4) of a word w in 9* such that there are 
words x and y in trace(D) with al@(x) = aZph( y) = d for some A C V4) and j y 1 > 1 x I. 
Hence we have that S =+-i,,, x =Pta) y =-“(4j w E 52* for some control words p, p and v 
in P4)*. From this we get: 
(1) for all i, jsuch that i > j 3 0, 1 pp(x)I > 1 pi(x)1 and aZph pi(x) = alph pi(x) = 4, 
and 
(2) p%(x) is in Q* for every i > 0. 
From (1) it follows that there exists a symbol C in d such that / p(C)/ > 1. Let 
#A = m. Consider the following derivation in Gc4): D’: S sGtaj x = z,, =>LQj **. =9(4j 
z m+1 +-;(a w' E Q* and let X be an occurrence of C in zm+i . Let Ant,: {O,..., m} + A 
be the function such that, for 0 < i < m, Ant,(i) is the name of the ancestor of X 
in zi . There must exist integers 0 < s < I < m such that Ant,(r) = Am,(s) = E 
for some EEA. Hence E *L:4, &/I and E 5’$,, $6 where c&S E A*, p = r - s and 
q = m + 1 - r. Let k be a positive integer such that K . p > q. Then E *:;a) yC6 a$(” 
UEW where uz1 # A because 1 p( C)l > 1. 
It follows that E is LA-recursive in G c4). There are now two possibilities: 
(i) E E V3) = A(G). 
Then, obviously, E is also LA-recursive in G, a contradiction. 
(ii) E = [A, A] for some A E A(G), A C A(G), A # O. 
It is then a straightforward matter to show that A is LA-recursive in G, a contradiction. 
Hence the lemma holds. a 
Now we are able to establish the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 8. An ETOL system is of uncontrolled finite index if and only if it is NLA- 
recursive. 
Proof. The theorem follows from Lemma 1 and Lemma 3. 
The following theorem can be shown in a similar way as Theorem 8. 
THEOREM 9. An EOL system is of uncontrolled finite index if and only if it is NLA- 
recursive. 
From Theorem 2 and Theorem 8 it follows that the class of ETOL languages of 
finite index is characterized by the class of NLA-recursive ETOL systems. 
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IV. ACTIVE RECURSION 
The third condition in Definition 3 of LA-recursive symbols guarantees that on 
re-iterating the loop p on the LA-recursive symbol A, the extra active symbols introduced 
will either be staying as they are or will be rewritten in such a way that they introduce 
other active symbols. In this way one knows that the re-iterating of such a loop increases 
the number of occurences of active symbols in the resulting strings. Now it is natural 
to ask what happens if this condition is dropped. This will clearly increase the class 
of ETOL systems considered and (as we define the appropriate class of languages by 
negation of a given property in a system the resulting class of languages will be included 
in the class of languages generated by NLA-recursive ETOL systems. 
In this section we show that this inclusion is proper and (what is more interesting) 
that in this way one gets a system-oriented characterization of the class of metalinear 
ETOL languages. 
Here comes the formal definition. 
DEFINITION 5. Let G = {V, 9, S, Z) b e an ETOL system. A symbol A from v 
is called actively recursive (abbreviated A-recursive) if there exist xi , x2 in V*, z in Z* 
and p in 9* such that 
(1) 5’ 4 +4x, 9 ZEL(G), 
(2) A 30 aA& x1 =Q %r and xa 2~ ~a, where #a&~,B) > 1 and aZph(~rolAj3~J C 
aZph(x,Ax,). 
Note that, by definition, every LA-recursive symbol is A-recursive. 
DEFINITION 6. An ETOL system is called non actively recursive (abbreviated 
N/l-recursive) if it does not contain A-recursive letters. 
The following theorem shows that, given an arbitrary ETOL system, it is decisable 
whether or not a particular symbol is A-recursive. 
THEOREM 10. There is an algorithm which, given an ETOL system G and a symbol A 
from G, decides whether or not A is A-recursive. 
Proof. Let G = (V, 8, S, 2) be an ETOL system and let A be a symbol from c’. 
From the definition it follows that A is A-recursive if and only if there exists a useful 
alphabet d = (a, ,..., a,} with A EA and an active symbol B such that V(S, , A, 
R(A,B,d))n%(S,,a,..~a,, A*) is nonempty where R(A, B, d) = {01A/3: #&3 > 0, 
aA/ E O*>. Since, by Theorem 1, V(S, , A, R(A, B, A)) and V(S, , a, ... a, , A*) are 
both regular and can be effectively constructed, it follows that the theorem holds. 1 
We will show that NA-recursive ETOL systems characterize the class of metalinear 
ETOL languages. The proof of this goes through a sequence of lemmas. 
LEMMA 4. Let G = (V, 8, S, Z) be a NA-recursive ETOL system. Then G is of 
uncontrolled $nite index k for some k > 1. 
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Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 1 and the fact that a NA- 
recursive ETOL system is also a NLA-recursive system. 
In order to show the next result, we need a definition. 
DEFINITION 7. Let G = (V, 9, S, Z) be an ETOL system of uncontrolled finite 
index. The labeled graph of G, denoted as S(G), is defined by ‘3(G) = (N, E) where 
N is the set of nodes and E is the set of labeled edges defined as follows. 
(i) N = {Pres,(,, x: s 5 x 9 w E z*>. 
(ii) For every X, y in N and T in 9, let D3,v,T be the set of one-step derivations 
x 2 z such that Pres,(o) x = y and alph z E a(G). Let M = Ur,YEN CJTEg D3e,v,T. 
Then the set E C N x M x N is defined by E = {(x, d, y): x, y E N and de Dti,y,T}. 
An edge (x, d, y) in S(G) is called a jump if d invoves at least one nonlinear production. 
A node x in S(G) is calledJinaZ if x is in Z*. The set of jumps in B(G) is denoted by f 
and F denotes the set of final nodes in 3(G). Obviously, if G is deterministic, then we 
can assume that EC N x B x N. Also, F = {A} if G is in ANF It is useful to note 
here that with every succesful derivation D in G, there corresponds a unique path t E E*, 
from S to a node from F, in B(G) and the other way around. 
The following lemma will be useful in the sequel. 
LEMMA 5. Let G be a NA-recursive ETOL system. If (p, d, u) is a jump in B(G), 
then there is no path from v to p in 9(G). 
Proof. Let G = (V, 8, S, Z) be a NA-recursive ETOL system. By Lemma 4, 
G is of uncontrolled index K for some k > 1. Let (p, d, u) be a jump in Y(G) where 
P = A, ..a Al , 1 < I < k wrth A, ,..., A, E A(G) and u = Br .-*Bt, 1 <t <k with 
B 1 ,..., B, E A(G). Assume that there exists a path from u to p in g(G). Then p =9 
p’ a5 x =& x’ for some T E M* (where M is as in Definition 7), x, x’ and p’ in V* such 
that Pres,(,) x = p and Pres, to) p’ = Pres,(,, x’ = V. 
The situation is best represented in the following diagram. 
Al Ai0 A, 
Bl Bj, //’ Bjo \ Bj, Bt 
o . . . . o  . . . . . o  . . . . . o  . . . . o  
4 Bj, /’ lh Bj2 Bt 
O....O.....O.....O....,= 
II 
1 d 
4 
1 7 
X 
1 d 
X' 
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Because G is NA-recursive it must hold that for every 
1 < i < I, Ai % yi E NA(G)* AiNA(G)* (1) 
However, since (cl, d, ) u is a jump there must be a number 1 < i,, < E and numbers 
1 <jr < j, < t such that AiO =~d q, and 
Pres,cG) xi, = Bj, ... Bje (2) 
From (1) and (2) it follows that there exists an integer j, , jr 2~: j,, c _ j, such that 
BjO : uiO~ V*AioV* (3) 
From (2) and (3) we obtain that BjO j7 ui, qd u~~x~~u~~ s V*Bj1V*BjOV*Bj2V*. Hence 
BjO would be an A-recursive symbol, a contradiction. Thus the lemma holds. 1 
LEMMA 6. Let G be a NA-recursive ETOL system. Then L(G) is a metalinear ETOL 
language. 
Proof. Let G = (V, 8, S, Z) be a NA-recursive ETOL system. From Lemma 4 
it follows that G is of uncontrolled finite index. Since the construction used in the proof 
of Theorem 2 does not affect the NA-recursive property when applied to a system of 
uncontrolled finite index, we can assume that G is in FINF. Next we transform G as 
follows. Define a new alphabet V, = V u (0, E} where E and F are new symbols. 
For every table T in .Y we define a new table 
T’ = (A ---f oi: A -T, CL, Aa $ A(G)Z*} u {A + CX~: A -L OL, ACY E A(G)Z*j 
u (0 - 0, F - FE). 
We also define a final table 
LetPi = {T’: TEP}u{T,} an d consider the EDTOL system Gr = , V, , PI , S, Z). 
Obviously, L(G,) = L(G). We then claim the following. 
CLAIM. G, is NA-recursive. 
Proof. Assume the contrary, i.e. there exists a symbol A E V, , words x1 , x2 E VT 
and a control word p E 9: such that 
(i) S SC1 x,Ax, SC, w EL(GJ, 
(ii) p(A) = olAfi, p(xl) = %l , p(x.J = z2 where #a(c,)c$ > 1 and a2ph(+A/3&J c 
alph(x,Ax,). Since, obviously, A(G,) = A(G) u (0, c} and because G is NA-recursive 
it must hold that A E V and Pres’es,(,l)orj3 E {a}+. Both cases being symmetric, let us 
assume that #n/3 > 0. But 0 can only be produced using a production of the form 
C - y E Z* where C E A(G). It follows that there exists a decomposition p = plpr of p 
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such that pi(A) E V~SV~CV~ with B E A(G), ps(C) E z*oZ* and pa.(B) E VzAVt 
This implies that ~spr(B) E V,“SV,*CV, . * It is then straightforward to show that B 
is NA-recursive in G, a contradiction. Hence the claim holds. 1 
From the claim it follows that Gr is again of uncontrolled finite index. Consider 
the graph S(G,) = (N, E) of Gr and let Y be the set of all paths from S to A. (Note 
that Gr is in ANF and thus F = {A}). F rom Lemma 5 it follows that every path s E Y 
can “go through” the same jump at most once, i.e. Presy Y is a finite set. 
To avoid unnecessary complications we will assume in the sequel that Presf Y is a 
singleton. It will be clear to the reader that the proof can be extended to the general 
case in an obvious way. Thus let Presf 9’ = {t}, t = tl ..* t, , 71 > 0, where for 
1 < i < n, ti = (pti), Pi, G)). (Note that, as it was pointed out above, the label of 
every edge in %(G,) is really a table because G1 is deterministic). We define u(O) = S 
and p(“+l) = A. For every 0 < i < n we define a new alphabet 
Zi = {[A, i, x], [z, i, x]: A E A(G,), x E N). 
Let v’ = lJr=, Zi u z1 u (5, F} where 5 and F are new symbols. For every table T 
in @r and for every 0 < i < n, we define a new table 7”“) as follows. 
(1) If A --tT aBfi where ~$3 E Z* and A, B E A(G,), then 
(1.1) [A, i, x] -/’ a[B, i, y] and [A, i, x] --Jci) [B, i,y]p for every X,~E N, 
y # p(*+l) such that (3, T, y) E E\$ and 
(1.2) [A, i, x] --/’ a! and [z, i, x] --?’ /I for every x E N such that 
(x, T, pfi+l’) E E\$. 
(2) If A -J a for some A E A(G,), 01 E Z* then [A, i, x] -?’ (Y and [& i, x] -?’ A 
for every x, y EN such that (x, T, y) E E\$. 
(3) X-Y’ X for every X6 V,\(Zi U 5). 
(4) X -+rli’ F for every X E Zi u 5. 
It is useful to note here that the construction of Gr implies that the only new table 
containing productions of type (2) is Tj”‘. Fcr 0 < i < n, the symbols in Zi and the 
tables from Pi) = { Tfi): T E gl> will be used by the new system to simulate the part 
of an original derivation in Gr corresponding to the path followed “between” Ji) and 
p@+l). After such a simulation is done, the symbols from Zi will disappear by the produc- 
tions of type (1.2). H ence the “initial word” of our new system must be such that it 
codes precisely the series t of jumps on every path from S to A in g(G); for example 
the order of the occurrences in this initial word must reflect the structure of the deriva- 
tionsteps corresponding to the jumps. 
The formal description of this initial word is given by means of an EOL system 
generating it. For every 1 < i < n, let 
$i) = Ai 1 . . . Ai c1 where YI > 1, A5.r ,..., Ai,+, E A(G,) 
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and let 
&) = & 1 . . . Bi m, where 
I I 
mi 3 1, B,,l ,..., BiSmi E A(G,). 
Note that it follows from the construction of G1 that for each 1 < i < n, mi > ri = mi_l . 
Also let P,(A,,j) = & for every 1 < i < 12 and 1 < j < ri . From the construction 
of G, it follows that Pres,(cl) pi,j # A for all 1 < i < n, 1 < j < ri . Define a new 
alphabet v” = {X’: X E ua, Zi} u I/‘. For each 1 < i < n we define a homomorphism 
hi: V” + V”* by 
h,(A) = A if AE~ and 
= [A, i, &)]‘[x, i, IF] otherwise. 
We then construct a new table Pstart as follows. 
(i) $ -4start [S, 0, S]‘[S, 0, S]. 
(ii) [S, 0, S]’ +Pstart [S, 0, s] hl(jgl,l). 
(iii) For every 1 < i < 12 and 1 <i < li, [B,,?, i, di)]‘+Pstart [B,,j, i, u(i’]hi+#31+I,~). 
(iv) X ---tPst8rt X for every X E Y. 
Consider the EOL system Gsrart = (Ir”, Pstart , 5, V’). Clearly, L(Gstart) is a singleton, 
say L(GStart) = (4. 
Intuitively, a succesful derivation in Gstart corresponds to a “traversal” of t. The 
generated word w can be regarded as a “bracketed” representation, where ]Bi,j , i, di)] 
and [Bi,j , i, IF] are viewed as matching brackets, of the (unique) “non-metalinear” 
part of a succesful derivation tree in G1 . (From our assumption it follows that all 
(succesful) derivation trees in Gi have the same “non-metalinear part”). 
Define a special initial table Tinit = (5 + w} u {A + A: A E V’\Q}. Let .“P’ = 
(T’i’: 0 < i 6 12, T E PI} U { Tinit} an d consider the ETOL system G’ = (V,, .Y, 5, 2>. 
Obviously, G’ is metalinear. It is then a straightforward matter to show that L(G) = 
L(G,) = L(G). Hence the lemma holds. 1 
The following theorem is a consequence of the preceeding lemma and the obvious 
fact that every metalinear ETOL system is NA-recursive. 
THEOREM 11. A language is a metalinear ETOL language if and only if it can be 
generated by a NA-recursive ETOL system. 
V. ULTRALINEARITY 
When examining the proof of Lemma 6, which characterizes the class of metalinear 
languages through NA-recursive ETOL systems, one notices that the crucial point 
is the possibility of only a finite number of jumps on every path from the node S to 
the node A in the graph of a NA-recursive ETOL system. In other words, in such 
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a graph the nodes left through a jump cannot be entered again. This closely reminds 
the definition of ultralinearity in context free grammars (see [4] and below): once a 
subset of the alphabet of nonterminals is “left,” by applying a nonlinear production, 
it cannot be reached again. 
In the case of context free grammars it was shown that the ultralinear restriction 
characterizes precisely the class of nonterminal bounded context free grammars (or, 
in our terminology, context free grammars of uncontrolled finite index). In this section 
we consider the effect of the ultralinear restriction (appropriately adapted) on the 
generating power of ETOL systems. We show that under this restriction we really 
get the class of N/l-recursive ETOL systems (and so, by Theorem 11 one obtains 
precisely the class of metalinear ETOL languages). 
First we recall from [4] the definition of an ultralinear context free grammar. 
DEFINITION 8. A context free grammar G = (V, , VT , P, 5’) is called ultralinear 
if V, has a partition V, = Q,, U Q, w .*’ U Q, with the property that, if A is in Qi and 
A + a is in P then either OL = CY~B+ where 01~01~ E V$ and B E ~2~ or 01 E (&t sZj u VT)*. 
If one wants to carry over this notion to ETOL systems then one is forced to make 
certain modifications. Since, in an ETOL system, the rewriting of a string invoves 
the rewriting of all the occurrences of all the letters in it, it is possible that a single 
derivation step involves both linear and nonlinear productions. Hence, rather than 
to work with single symbols, we shall work with sets of active symbols. This leads to 
the following definition. 
DEFINITION 9. Let G = (V, 8, S, .JY) b e an ETOL system. We call G ultralinear 
if 4?(G) has a partition g(G) = (Qs ,..., Q,) such that the following holds. If, for some 
O<i<n,d~Q, x E A+ and x =>o y where a&h y E %(G) then either urph(Pres,(,) y) E 
sZi and x =~o y involves only linear productions, or uZph(Pres,(,) y) E U;l’, Qj . 
THEOREM 12. There exists an algorithm which, given an arbitrary ETOL system 
decides whether or not it is ultralinear. 
Proof. Obvious. 1 
LEMMA 7. Every NA-recursive ETOL system is ultralinear. 
Proof. Let G = (V, 8, S, 2) be a NA-recursive ETOL system. By Lemma 4, 
G is of uncontrolled finite index. Consider the graph 3(G) = (N, E) of G. Let F C N 
be the set of final nodes, fl C E be the set of jumps and let #f = n. 
We recursively define a sequence (QO , Ql ,... ) of subsets of V as follows (we use 
x --t&y for some t E E* to indicate that t is a path in 9(G) from a node x to a node y). 
(i) Q,, = {a&h x: x E N and x --t&y for some d E E*, y E F implies that #/t = O}. 
(ii) &+r = (alph x: x E N and x -+t y for some t E E*, y E F implies that #xt < 
2. + I)\& Qi . 
From Lemma 5 it follows that if x -fty for some x E N, y E F then #aJ < n. 
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Hence Q,+j = o for allj > 1 and (Q, ,..., Sz,) is a partition of d(G) for some m < n. 
Next we show that this partition has the required properties. Let x E Sli+ for some 
1 <i <m and suppose x =+-c y for some T E 9 with ai’ph y E e(G). Let e = 
(x, A, R-es,(,) y) E E be the edge corresponding to x =+% y. 
(1) If alph(Pres,(,) y) E 52, for some I > i then there is at least one path t from 
Pres,(,, y to some z E F such that #/J = 1. It follows that x -4 x E F and #9(&t) > i, 
which contradicts the fact that x E Qi . Hence aZph(Pres,(,) y) E uI=, .Qi . 
(2) If aZph(Pres,(,) y) E 52, then there is at least one path t from Pres,(,) y to 
some xo”E F such that #Yt = i. It follows that L $ ,$ because otherwise x +et x E F 
and #$(A) .= i + 1, which contradicts the fact that x E Qi . 
From (1) and (2) it follows that G is an ultralinear ETOL system and thus the lemma 
holds. [ 
Since, obviously, every ultralinear ETOL system is NA-recursive, Lemma 7 yields 
the following results. 
THEOREM 13. An ETOL system is ultralinear if and only if it is NA-recursive. 
COROLLARY 1. A language is a met&near ETOL language if and only ;f it can be 
generated by an ultralinear ETOL system. 
VI. DISCUSSION 
In this paper we considered various types of recursion in ETOL systems. It turned 
out that in each case the class of ETOL systems obtained by forbidding a particular 
type of recursion characterizes an interesting class of languages. In this way we obtained 
various characterizations of the class of metalinear ETOL languages, the class of ETOL 
languages of finite index and the class of ETOL languages with rank. We also investigated 
the effect of the ultralinear restriction on ETOL systems. 
In the rest of this section we shall summarize the effect of forbidding various kinds 
of recursion in both ETOL systems and context free grammars. We believe that in this 
way one gets an important insight into the nature of the difference between parallel 
and sequential rewriting systems. 
We start by recalling from [lo] the notion of clusteredness. 
DEFINITION 10. An ETOL system G = (V, g, S, Z) is called clustered if there 
exist positive constants k and I such that the following holds: if A is in uZph(x: S *p x 
for some p E P> n A(G) then A 3 v,,B,qB,v, where v,, , vl , v2 E V*, B, and B, in 
A(G), implies j v, 1 < 1. 
Intuitively, an ETOL system is clustered if, during a derivation, active symbols 
appear in “clusters,” that is they do not drift too far apart. It was shown in [IO] that 
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the class of languages generated by clustered ETOL systems equals the class of metalinear 
ETOL languages. 
The notion of clusteredness has an obvious analogue for context free grammars. 
Perhaps the easiest is to define it through the “corresponding” ETOL system. 
DEFINITION 11. A context free grammar G = (V, , VT , P, S) is called clustered 
ifH=(V,UVr,(PU{x -+ X: x E V, u Vr}}, S, Vr> is a clustered ETOL system. 
Using a proof technique as in the proof of Theorem 6 from [lo], one gets the following 
result. (For a definition of metalinear context free grammars we refer to [ll], the class 
of metalinear context free languages will be denoted by 5?(W),, .) 
THEOREM 14. The class of languages generated by clustered context free grammars 
equals the class of metalinear context free languages. 
The following diagram illustrates the results obtained so far. 
In the upper part of it, the first column contains the type of recursion. The 2nd and 
the 3rd column indicate the effect of forbidding this type of recursion on the language 
generating power of context free grammars and ETOL systems respectively. If an 
entry in one of these columns is a class of grammars (systems) rather than a class of 
languages, then this characterization is on grammar- (resp. system-) level; i.e. the class 
of c.f. grammars (ETOL systems) without this type of recursion and the class of grammars 
(system) in the column coincide. 
In the lower part of the diagram, the 2nd and 3rd column contain the class of languages 
(grammars, systems) characterized by the class of grammars (systems) satisfying the 
structural restriction from the first column. 
Type of recursion/ Sequential rewriting 
structural restriction (context free grammars) 
Parallel rewriting 
(ETOL systems) 
Expansiveness 
Lasting active 
recursion (called self- 
dominating for cfg’s) 
Active recursion 
Ultralinearity 
Clusteredness 
z(CF), .EP(ETOL),, 
(G%,MJ (ETOL),,,” 
- Y(ETOL),r 
(CF),, (ETOL),, 
WCF),, J’(ETOL),,, 
From this diagram one can conclude that the difference between parallel and sequential 
rewriting induces some divergence in the results. For example, the ultralinear and the 
NLA-restriction are equivalent for context free grammars but they characterize two 
different classes of languages (P(ETOL),r and g(ETOL),) when applied to ETOL 
systems. On the other hand, while ultralinear and clustered ETOL systems generate the 
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same class of languages, namely Y(ETOL),l , the corresponding classes of context free 
grammars generate three different classes of languages. 
Also the “relative reduction” of generating power caused by imposing the various 
restrictions on both types of rewriting devices, is somewhat different as it is shown 
in the following diagram. 
7 L?CF 
? 
no expansive symbols 
0 9ETOL 
t 
no expansive symbols 
A clusteredness b no actively recursive symbols 
or ultralinearity 
or clusteredness. 
Here a node stands for the class of languages obtained by imposing (one of) the 
accompanying restriction(s), a directed edge between two nodes shows the strict inclusion 
in the direction indicated. 
For example, ultralinearity seems to be a “stronger” restriction when applied on 
ETOL systems than on context-free grammars. The other restrictions appear to influence 
the generating power of context free grammars and ETOL systems in about the same 
way. 
We believe that this paper sheds some light on the role of recursion in ETOL systems _ _ 
and through comparison with corresponding results for context free grammars, it 
accentuates some of the basic differences between parallel and sequential rewriting 
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